1.) Lyle, a young goldfish, dreams of leaving his fishbowl behind in order to become a big movie star in Hollywood.

**Genre choices:**
- folktale
- realistic fiction
- historical fiction
- science fiction
- mystery
- fantasy/fairytale

2.) Five Boy Scouts get lost in the woods. Together, they must rely on their courage, scout training, and trust in one another to survive in the wild.

**Genre choices:**
- folktale
- realistic fiction
- historical fiction
- science fiction
- mystery
- fantasy/fairytale

3.) John must learn to become a man after his father leaves the smithy to go fight the British under the command of General George Washington.

**Genre choices:**
- folktale
- realistic fiction
- historical fiction
- science fiction
- mystery
- fantasy/fairytale

4.) Captain Lance Saturn is on his way back to Earth to repair his damaged ship after a lengthy space voyage when he learns that an asteroid is on a collision course with his home planet. With the entire rocket fleet away in deep space, Lance Saturn is Earth’s only hope. Lance Saturn must defy all of the odds if his damaged craft is going to be able to save the day.

**Genre choices:**
- folktale
- realistic fiction
- historical fiction
- science fiction
- mystery
- fantasy/fairytale

5.) Princess Priscilla’s hand is soon to be given away in marriage. Princes from many lands have traveled from far and wide in the hope of winning her favor. What no one knows is that Priscilla’s heart already belongs to a poor pig keeper named Rupert. Their young love seems fated for certain doom until a mysterious old woman appears with news that Rupert is the long lost prince of Smulgeria.

**Genre choices:**
- folktale
- realistic fiction
- historical fiction
- science fiction
- mystery
- fantasy/fairytale
Genre Match#1 Answer Key:

Directions: Match the correct genre to each story description. Pick the BEST answer.

1.) Lyle, a young goldfish, dreams of leaving his fishbowl behind in order to become a big movie star in Hollywood.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

2.) Five Boy Scouts get lost in the woods. Together, they must rely on their courage, scout training, and trust in one another to survive in the wild.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

3.) John must learn to become a man after his father leaves the smithy to go fight the British under the command of General George Washington.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

4.) Captain Lance Saturn is on his way back to Earth to repair his damaged ship after a lengthy space voyage when he learns that an asteroid is on a collision course with his home planet. With the entire rocket fleet away in deep space, Lance Saturn is Earth’s only hope. Lance Saturn must defy all of the odds if his damaged craft is going to be able to save the day.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

5.) Princess Priscilla’s hand is soon to be given away in marriage. Princes from many lands have traveled from far and wide in the hope of winning her favor. What no one knows is that Priscilla’s heart already belongs to a poor pig keeper named Rupert. Their young love seems fated for certain doom until a mysterious old woman appears with news that Rupert is the long lost prince of Smulgeria.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale
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### Genre Match#2

**Directions:** Match the correct genre to each story description. Pick the BEST answer.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.)</strong> Skunk is considered to be the most handsome animal in the entire forest. His beauty causes him to boast of his good looks, creating great unhappiness among the other animals. Sky looks down on Skunk’s foolish pride and is angered by what he sees. Sky instructs Skunk to change his ways, but Skunk only laughs at Sky’s wisdom. Sky warns Skunk that he must learn to be more humble or something will be done that will make others unwilling to get close enough to him to notice his beauty.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre choices:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.) folktale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.) realistic fiction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.) historical fiction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.) science fiction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.) mystery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.) fantasy/fairytale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **2.)** Someone has been stealing pencils from students’ desks in Room #103. Nearly everyone thinks that Lenny is guilty, but nine-year-old super sleuth Jeremy Jones, Jr. has his doubts. It’s up to Jeremy to crack the case before Lenny loses all of his friends. |
| **Genre choices:** |
| a.) folktale |
| b.) realistic fiction |
| c.) historical fiction |
| d.) science fiction |
| e.) mystery |
| f.) fantasy/fairytale |

| **3.)** Noah’s friends are all going to summer camp, but Noah has to spend most of his vacation in summer school. |
| **Genre choices:** |
| a.) folktale |
| b.) realistic fiction |
| c.) historical fiction |
| d.) science fiction |
| e.) mystery |
| f.) fantasy/fairytale |

| **4.)** Schools are a thing of the past after the Smart Pill™ has replaced the need for learning. All is well until supplies of smartanium, the main ingredient of the Smart Pill™, begin to run out. |
| **Genre choices:** |
| a.) folktale |
| b.) realistic fiction |
| c.) historical fiction |
| d.) science fiction |
| e.) mystery |
| f.) fantasy/fairytale |

| **5.)** Ashford, a dragon who suffers from arsonphobia, must learn to conquer his fear of fire if he ever hopes to scare the peasants in the nearby village. |
| **Genre choices:** |
| a.) folktale |
| b.) realistic fiction |
| c.) historical fiction |
| d.) science fiction |
| e.) mystery |
| f.) fantasy/fairytale |
1.) Skunk is considered to be the most handsome animal in the entire forest. His beauty causes him to boast of his good looks, creating great unhappiness among the other animals. Sky looks down on Skunk’s foolish pride and is angered by what he sees. Sky instructs Skunk to change his ways, but Skunk only laughs at Sky’s wisdom. Sky warns Skunk that he must learn to be more humble or something will be done that will make others unwilling to get close enough to him to notice his beauty.

**Genre choices:**
- a.) folktale
- b.) realistic fiction
- c.) historical fiction
- d.) science fiction
- e.) mystery
- f.) fantasy/fairytale

* * * * * * * *

2.) Someone has been stealing pencils from students’ desks in Room #103. Nearly everyone thinks that Lenny is guilty, but nine-year-old super sleuth Jeremy Jones, Jr. has his doubts. It’s up to Jeremy to crack the case before Lenny loses all of his friends.

**Genre choices:**
- a.) folktale
- b.) realistic fiction
- c.) historical fiction
- d.) science fiction
- e.) mystery
- f.) fantasy/fairytale

* * * * * * * *

3.) Noah’s friends are all going to summer camp, but Noah has to spend most of his vacation in summer school.

**Genre choices:**
- a.) folktale
- b.) realistic fiction
- c.) historical fiction
- d.) science fiction
- e.) mystery
- f.) fantasy/fairytale

* * * * * * * *

4.) Schools are a thing of the past after the Smart Pill™ has replaced the need for learning. All is well until supplies of smartanium, the main ingredient of the Smart Pill™, begin to run out.

**Genre choices:**
- a.) folktale
- b.) realistic fiction
- c.) historical fiction
- d.) science fiction
- e.) mystery
- f.) fantasy/fairytale

* * * * * * * *

5.) Ashford, a dragon who suffers from arsonphobia, must learn to conquer his fear of fire if he ever hopes to scare the peasants in the nearby village.

**Genre choices:**
- a.) folktale
- b.) realistic fiction
- c.) historical fiction
- d.) science fiction
- e.) mystery
- f.) fantasy/fairytale

* * * * * * * *
Genre Match #3

Directions: Match the correct genre to each story description. Pick the BEST answer.

1.) Kassie’s world seems to crumble around her when her father is laid off from work and her family begins to experience some tough times.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

2.) Melvin the Magician has turned himself into a frog by mistake. Now he must find a way to convince someone of his true identity if he ever hopes to become human again.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

3.) Fifi, a prize-winning poodle, has been dognapped just hours before the big dog show. There is little time to solve the case before it is too late for Fifi to defend her title.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

4.) Charles O’Malley is unhappy with frontier life. He misses the bright gas lamps of the city and its crowded streets filled with carts, carriages, and wagons. His ma and pa say that the new farm will give them all a better future, but Charles isn’t so sure. It isn’t until Charles sees the rewards of his family’s hard work following their first harvest that he begins to discover the value of his new life.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

5.) Nelson and Nadine Robinson are surprised to learn that their father has decided to take them to Earth on their next family vacation. The twins fear that their father may have lost his mind. After all, Earth is still home to many dangerous beasts that are outlawed on the space colonies. None of the children’s experiences on Mars Base D-124 have prepared them for the wild adventures that they will find on their ancestors’ home world.

   Genre choices:
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale
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Genre Match#3 Answer Key:

Directions: Match the correct genre to each story description. Pick the BEST answer.

1.) Kassie’s world seems to crumble around her when her father is laid off from work and her family begins to experience some tough times.

   **Genre choices:**
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

2.) Melvin the Magician has turned himself into a frog by mistake. Now he must find a way to convince someone of his true identity if he ever hopes to become human again.

   **Genre choices:**
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

3.) Fifi, a prize-winning poodle, has been dognapped just hours before the big dog show. There is little time to solve the case before it is too late for Fifi to defend her title.

   **Genre choices:**
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

4.) Charles O’Malley is unhappy with frontier life. He misses the bright gas lamps of the city and its crowded streets filled with carts, carriages, and wagons. His ma and pa say that the new farm will give them all a better future, but Charles isn’t so sure. It isn’t until Charles sees the rewards of his family’s hard work following their first harvest that he begins to discover the value of his new life.

   **Genre choices:**
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale

5.) Nelson and Nadine Robinson are surprised to learn that their father has decided to take them to Earth on their next family vacation. The twins fear that their father may have lost his mind. After all, Earth is still home to many dangerous beasts that are outlawed on the space colonies. None of the children’s experiences on Mars Base D-124 have prepared them for the wild adventures that they will find on their ancestors’ home world.

   **Genre choices:**
   a.) folktale
   b.) realistic fiction
   c.) historical fiction
   d.) science fiction
   e.) mystery
   f.) fantasy/fairytale
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